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 Benzene rings  fused during burning with 
insufficient oxygen 

 Well absorbed from lungs and skin 
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 Smokers 
 Coke Oven Workers 
 Aluminum Smelter Workers 
 Chimney sweeps 

 
 PAH are absorbed by the body and metabolized to 

compounds that can bind to DNA and then cause 
mutations that  can initiate carcinogenesis. 

 It IS biologically plausible that PAH can cause 
cancer….IF….there is sufficient exposure.  



 Sources: ~90,000 l of jet fuel, 500,000 l 
transformer oil, 380,000l of diesel and heating 
oil and approximately the same amount of 
gasoline burned plus any and all burning items 

 Area samples collected at the fence line 
beginning 9/16-23/01; no personal samples. 
(Pleil  et al, 2004) 

 Biomarker samples collected once on October 
1, 2001 (Edelman,2003)    

  Window film samples Oct. 27 and 29, 2001 
(Butt et al., 2004) 
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Pleil et al., 2004 data  



 All air measurements and estimates based on 
area samples collected at the fence line; area 
samples typically underestimate worker 
exposure.  Difference can be 3-40 fold…or 
more; or less 

 Included only PAH in the particulate phase; 
Burstyn et al.(2002) estimated that 10X more 
PAH was found in the vapor phase in asphalt 
workers…..but Quinlan et al (1995) saw about 
equal amts. for coal liquefaction workers 



 What is the impact of being in a plume? 
 What was the effect of exercise/exertion? 
 Data were collected to determine ground level 

environmental exposure; no attempt to capture 
peaks; or to assess exposed worker exposure;  
Authors state that exposure to workers at the 
site could be “much higher” 



 Windows in buildings at var. distances 
sampled: 

 Within 1 km (0.6 mi) average was 77,100 ng/m2 

 Downwind sites had averaged 130,000 ng/m2 

 Upwind sites  averaged 18,500 ng/m2 

 Upwind sites >2km averaged 6000 ng/m2 

 Can’t be used for exposure estimates but 
indicate differences of proximity and in the 
plume  



Individual Variation In Absorption Of 
Airborne Contaminants Can Be Assessed 

Pulmonary Absorption Rate Varies with the Ventilation 
Rate 

Physical 
Workload (W) 

Alveolar 
Ventilation 
(L Air/Min) 

Heart 
Rate 
(L/Min) 

Increase 
Ventilatio
n 
(vs. Light) 

 0 (Rest) 5.0 6.0 1.0  
 50 (Light Work) 16.0 9.0 1.0  
 100 (Moderate) 27.0 13.0 1.7  
 150 (Heavy) 38.0 19.0 2.4  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is absorbed by the inhalation route is the balance between what is breathed in and what is breathed out.  As workload increases, both increase but the volume breathed in increases more steeply than what is breathed out.  However, each person has a different absorption rate for the same exposure concentration.Thus:  from rest to heavy work there is a 7X increase in the volume of air breathed in.  If a person working at 150 watts is exposed to an organic solvent that is primarily eliminated by hepatic metabolism, 7 times the dose of a person at rest would be inhaled.In a study of anesthesiologists and nurses, it was noted that the anesthesiologists had higher external exposure levels than nurses.  However, the nurses had higher blood levels due to more activity and increased respiratory rates.



 Pyrene is an important component of PAH 
 There IS a Biological Exposure Index for 1HP, 

the major metabolite of pyrene.  ACGIH BEI 
 Biomonitoring can account for differences in 

absorption, distribution, metabolism and 
elimination if it is done correctly.   

 Can take into account both skin and inhalation 
exposures  

 Exposures can be reconstructed  
 But it is easily mis-used 

 





 All Exposed      0.092 
 Controls     0.062 
 Day 1 + FF@collapse   0.110 
 Day 1+2 NC     0.113 
 Spec Ops Command   0.159 
 ACGIH BEI     1.000* 

 
 *end of shift, end of workweek sample 

specified 



 Samples were collected 22-24 days after peak 
exposures; the half-lives of 1HP are 5.5h, 23h 
and 23 days.  

 No variances reported (the outliers are what 
count in IH) 4% were said to be in the upper 
5% of CDC’s NHANES values….how many 
controls were in the upper 5%?  

 May have sampled at lowest point prior to an 
exposure;  Sampling time relative to last 
exposure not given.   
 
 
 



  Sampling time relative to last exposure not 
given 

 Firefighters seem to have lower 1HP levels 
than many workers to begin with. 

 Absorption from lung complete?  What about 
large particle masses?   PAH on particles might 
not be rapidly absorbed (Gerde, et al data, 
below)  
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 Soot and concrete particles attract PAH  
differently ; but both do 

 Particles my accumulate in  lung and slow 
absorption into the body  

 Particles may be coughed up, expectorated or 
swallowed, but this seems a detoxification 
pathway 



 Metabolic enhancers 
 PCBs and TCDD 
 Highest ambient level of TCDD ever measured 

anywhere in the world after 9/11 
 Silica:  PAH enhance the carcinogenicity of 

silica exposures….Additive plus! 
 Asbestos: PAH enhance the carcinogenicity of 

asbestos exposures; Multiplicative! 



 Exposure of workers to PAH within the Ground 
Zero site was almost certainly higher and maybe 
substantially so, than what is indicated by the 
major exposure studies.   

 A fuller report of the biological monitoring data is 
needed to predict what the exposures may have 
been during the early periods after 9/11 and who 
may have had highest exposures. 

 If the effective half life is ~24 hours,  1HP levels on 
9/12 could have been well above the BEI level 
assuming NO Exposure since 9/11/01…..   
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    Influence of selected variables on 1-HP post shift 
 samples  in  2  groups of needle coke plant workers 
                   with  chronic exposure to PAH

Workers      Variable         P-value         R2value
Maintenance
      |||||                    |Pre-shift level      ||0.0003                    0.521
      |||||                    |Dermal Exp.         |0.028
      |||||                    |Air Levels            ||||0.581

Operations
      |||||                    |Pre-shift Levels   ||0.0008                 |||||0.424
      |||||                    Dermal|               ||||  0.318
      |||||                    |Air Levels          ||||  0.067

Boogaard and van Sittert (1995) Sci. Tot. Environ. 163, 203-9





 Asbestos  and smoking: Multiplicative effect? 
 Silica and smoking: Additive effect 
 Arsenic and smoking: Multiplicative  
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